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EDITORIAL POLICY
The Runner newsletter is produced
quarterly by the Lower Fraser Fisheries
Alliance. Our purpose is to inform readers
about LFFA organization processes,
developments and news.
We will gladly accept signed comments,
questions and opinions about our
newsletter and will consider withholding
contributor’s name if desired.

Individual articles from The Runner may be
reprinted, photocopied or redistributed with
permission from The Runner provided the
date of publication and source of the
material is indicated. Please notify The
Runner if you would like to reprint an article.
All community members are welcome to
contribute thoughts, articles and letters to The
Runner.

Submissions and letters should be send to:
The Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance
2788 Sumas Mountain Road
Abbotsford, BC
V3G 2J2
Phone: 778.847.3323
Email: communications@lﬀa.ca
Publication is not guaranteed.
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In the old days there was a house on the top of Chilliwack Mountain facing
down-river. The man who lived there had only one job; to watch for two silver bands
on both sides of the river; millions of oolichan arriving. His job then was to run down
the mountain to spread the word to other runners. People would come from near and
far each year. The Runner endeavors to do this job once again, albeit electronically.
-Ken Malloway, LFFA Chair
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Message from the Executive Director
2020 marks the end of the ﬁrst decade of the Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance, and
also a decade of enormous change. The organization and its operations have come
a long way in this period, only to ﬁnd that we have so much more to do to be able
to adequately respond to the crisis facing paciﬁc salmon.
Our focus at inception was to help convene and support Lower Fraser Nations with
ﬁshery opportunities and today we continue to do that, with the added priorities of
conservation, habitat restoration, environmental monitoring, and resource management
activities.
The LFFA Strategic Plan (2020-2023) and Organizational Review was approved by our
twenty-three Nations near the end of 2019. That process deﬁned how our lines of
business have changed, and since then, our personnel have adapted accordingly. The
establishment of a formal Biologist Department is one example. I acknowledge our
Executive Committee and Delegates for providing the guidance and continued to
support to make these signiﬁcant adjustments along the way.
As it grows, the Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance has become more a complex and
sophisticated organization. We now ﬁnd ourselves engaging regularly, and on many
occasions partnering, with the provincial government, environmental non-governmental
organizations and other stakeholders within our region. Canada’s implementation of the
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and British Columbia’s
enactment of it has brought hope to our Nations that these levels of government will
eventually be fully committed to government-to-government decision-making where it
concerns our lands and waters. Only time will tell how meaningful these assertions
have been. In the meantime, this raises the expectations of what our organization can
do in terms of supporting the Nations with management aspirations within their
respective territories.
Eulachon ﬁsheries have been reasonably successful and
oﬀer an important opportunity to showcase how Nations
can ﬁnd a way to share this resource even when most
can not ﬁsh them in their territories. Planning for Chinook
with the Department of Fisheries and Oceans continues to
be a challenge¬—what was caught by the Nations will be
the main source of food for many this year. We remain
hopeful that the Chum will return in abundance this year,
but if it turns out to be another disastrous year for them,
this will indicate major trouble in their cycle.

“In the
“In1990s,
the 1990s,
ﬁsheries
ﬁsheries
used used
to beto be
measured
measured
by weeks,
by weeks,
but today
but today
they are
they are
measured
measured
in days
in days
or even
or even
hourshours
per year.”
per year.”

Nations continue to hang on to their cultural identity and connection to the Fraser River
and salmon by practicing ﬁsheries when and where they can. In the 1990s, ﬁsheries
used to be measured by weeks, but today they are measured in days or even hours
per year.
From my perspective, this doesn’t leave enough time and space to teach the next
generation how to ﬁsh and to demonstrate how important it is to our people.

Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

We are in a crisis that has been in the making for the last four decades.
I am hopeful that the changes LFFA has made will accommodate and contribute to the
Nations’ ability to alter the course of the salmon decline. Our future generations are
counting on us.
With Respect and In Unity,

Murray Ned
Executive Director
Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

Upcoming Meeting dates

DEC.

Dec 3 LFFA EC Meeting
Dec 7-11 LFFA Forum

JAN.

January 7 EC Meeting
January 11-15 PSC 2021 Post-Season Meeting
January 20 LFFA Forum

FEB.

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

2-4
8-12
18
23
24-25

FSMC Fraser Salmon Technical Forum
PSC 36th Annual Meeting
LFFA EC Meeting
LFFA Forum
IMAWG Salmon Meeting
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LFFA Organizational Chart
[Updated Nov. 2020]

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Mouth to Port Mann: Mike Baird
Port Mann to Mission: Les Antone
Mission to Hope: Kim Charlie, Ken Malloway, Sally Hope,
Robert Gladstone, Dalton Silver, Garry Commodore
Hope to Yale: Dominic Hope

LFFA PERSONNEL
Executive Director
Murray Ned

FINANCE/ADMINSTRATION
Program Manager
Rosalie H.

CONTRACT SERVICES

Program Coordinator
Don S.
Program Assistant
Vanessa S.

BIOLOGIST DEPARTMENT

Biologist facilitator, Media
Relations, Legal

Biologist Manager
Aidan F.

Resource Management
Biologist
Ashlee P.

Habitat Restoration Dept. Head
Ian H.

Habitat Restoration Biologists
Uwe S.
Janice K.

LFAK/Climate Adapt
Coordinator
Dionne B.

Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

Aquaculture Update
Don Simpson, Program Coordinator
LOCAL

Lower Fraser Enterprise Limited Partnership (LFE-LP)
The LFE-LP Enterprise has been successful in partnership with Stothqi
Aquaculture Limited Partnership (SALP) in keeping the Tilapia farm
operational, but sales have been severely hampered by COVID-19
shut-down of our primary markets in the Lower Mainland. The was an
opportunity to expand into Hydroponics on-site, but that project has
been put on hold until market and regulatory environments improve.

REGIONAL

First Nation Fisheries Council –Aquaculture Coordinating Committee
(FNFC ACC)
LFFA has continued to attend and participate whenever possible by
staﬀ, and recently Ken Malloway has stepped up to be the LFFA
delegate at the FNFC ACC activities. The FNFC ACC is currently in the
process of formally structuring the ACC and has sought appointments
from each of the FNFC regions. Don Simpson will continue to attend
and support LFFA delegates.
Indigenous Multi-stakeholder Advisory Body (IMAB)
The IMAB main table has met virtually to ﬁnalize the three technical
working groups that were struck back on August 8, 2019, at its ﬁrst
meeting. This last session was to compile all of the existing draft
proposals/reports into one IMAB report. It will be published soon once
all of the additional inputs from the session have been integrated or
appended to the IMAB report. Don Simpson has been active on the
Area-Based Aquaculture Management (ABAM) TWG as well as on the
main IMAB table. It is very important to note that First Nations made
it clear that their participation was not consultation, and they were
not representing or speaking for any First Nation group or individual.

NATIONAL

Assembly of First Nations –National Aquaculture Working Group
(AFN-NAWG)
There have been ﬁve Module sessions of NAWG held over the last
several months to address Indigenous positions and recommendations
to co-develop the Aquaculture Act of Canada. At the time of this
report, a ﬁnal compilation is taking place where AFN NAWG staﬀ are
preparing a presentation to the National Fisheries Commission of the
AFN for their revenue. Once the report and recommendation
documents have been reviewed and authorized, they will be made
available for a broader review. The Government of Canada and DFO
are internally preparing an engagement strategy to be further the
process of creating the Aquaculture Act.
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Eulachon Surveys: Exploration and
Assessments
Ashlee Prevost, Staﬀ Biologist
Eulachon are a culturally important species
to the Lower Fraser First Nations as they are
the ﬁrst species of ﬁsh to return to the
Fraser River after winter.
Historically, eulachon returned to the Fraser
in high numbers but have been steadily
declining in abundance since the mid-2000s,
which ultimately limited access to the
ﬁshery.
Currently, the Fraser eulachon ﬁshery is
closed for all access except the Lower
Fraser First Nations’ limited harvest Food,
Social and Ceremonial (FSC) ﬁshery. While
eulachon return annually, there is large
interannual variability in terms of population
sizes and little is known about their
migration patterns, including in river
entrance and residency. Reliable estimates
are often diﬃcult to achieve, which
prompted the LFFA eulachon assessment
survey. This program is the only of its kind
to assess in-season eulachon abundances
and is performed when adults are returning
to the river.
The Eulachon Assessment Survey (EAS) and
newly formed Exploratory Surveys (EES)
were conducted in early 2020. These
programs are extremely important to the
lower Fraser First Nations as they provide
the only in-season assessment ﬁshery that

aims to determine the abundance of
eulachon and speciﬁcally for the EES,
migration patterns. This information can be
potentially used to inform FSC harvest and
in turn, lead to a co-management regime
between the lower Fraser First Nations and
the federal government.
This year we did have a few hurdles to
overcome with the EAS program, normally
the program is conducted from early March
to mid-May, however, due to funding issues,
surveys were conducted from March 8th to
April 30th, with a 14-day pause in ﬁeld
surveys and early termination beyond April
30th.
Normally, all the data acquired throughout
the run is used to estimate in-season run
size of eulachon returns, but given the
pause in surveys, much of the data for
2020 was inﬁlled and estimated using
trends from a previous test ﬁshery dataset
(1995-2005) and LFFA EAS (2017-19).
Overall, with the inﬁlled data from the
analysis and measured data from the ﬁeld
surveys, we estimated that 117 tonnes of
eulachon could have returned in 2020.
Using only measured data acquired from
the surveys we showed that 107 tonnes
could have returned.

Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

While we were able to come up with an
estimate for in-season run sizes using this
data, these overall run size estimates need
to be taken with a grain of salt as most of
the data used was inﬁlled. These estimates
are also expected to be an underestimate
of the in-season return size of eulachon in
2020.
Furthermore, communities that ﬁshed for
eulachon this year indicated that catches
were substantially higher than previous
years, which was not represented by the
EAS throughout the entire run in 2020.
To avoid this issue, the LFFA is seeking
multiyear funding to not only continue the
EAS surveys but to expand them. Some
prospective additions to the program will
likely include the continuation of EES, the
use of our newly acquired ARIS explorer
1800 hydroacoustic device and a genetic
analysis that can potentially identify distinct
early and late populations of eulachon.
In terms of the EES surveys, overall, these
surveys were a success as we caught a
total of 122 eulachon throughout the 9
days of sampling. Eulachon were caught as
early as February 8th from four indexing
from the New Westminster site to the
George Massey Tunnel. These ﬁndings are

exciting as we now have novel information
regarding early eulachon runs in the Fraser.
We are currently preparing a manuscript for
submission in a scientiﬁc journal to
demonstrate these ﬁndings and future
analysis.
In 2021, we plan to commence these
surveys in January, if the funding allows and
conduct a similar expansion as for the EAS.
We are extremely excited about our
eulachon research and will be actively
seeking multi-year funding to expand on
these programs to ensure that all data is
measured in the ﬁeld and the surveys can
run without a hitch!
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Mid-year review
Eden Toth, Media Relations
During the last month of September, LFFA delegates and staﬀ members
participated in a mid-year review of all programs and initiatives being undertaken
by the organization. Many attendees joined virtually, but for those who were
able to attend in person, the four-day assembly was especially rewarding.
The LFFA team was hosted by the Osoyoos Indian Band at their award-winning
Spirit Ridge resort and winery. A beautiful destination hotel with meeting facilities,
the Spirit Ridge was able to to accommodate us while observing all COVID-19
health protocols. There were no large dinners, no buﬀet-style meeting lunches, a
spacious conference room to spread out in and, crucially, an 18-hole
championship golf course just yards away. The select few who were not
tempted by the emerald fairways were treated instead to a tour of the Nk'mip
Desert Cultural Centre, a modern museum with indoor and outdoor exhibits
beautiful enough to rival those at the Royal BC.
Elder Jane Stelkia started our meetings everyday bright and early with her stories
and prayers. As the oldest living member of the Osoyoos Indian Band, Jane has

Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

been ranching, raising and riding horses on her territory for almost a
century. She played a key role in establishing the band's incredibly
successful Inkameep vineyards, spearheaded the ﬁght for local water
protection, and helped document the history of the Inkameep Day School.
She also remembers a time when the twisting rivers shone silver with ﬁsh
at certain times of year, and expressed her understanding of the
importance of this resource to the Nations on the Fraser. (Jane was also
so impressed with the salted ﬁsh presented to her by Chief Dalton Silver
that she burst back into the conference room a few hours after she'd
received it to make sure we knew how pleased she was!)
After months of endless video conferences, the mid-year review was a
valuable opportunity to connect in person, discuss projects, and
share ideas face-to-face (or, at least, mask to mask).
With any luck, 2021 will bring us more opportunities
to gather in-person and oﬄine.
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Emergency Planning Secretariat
Gillian Fuss, EPS Coordinator
Maggie Mazurkewich, EPS Outreach Assistant
Strategic planning is underway to guide the vision
and direction for the Emergency Planning
Secretariat (EPS) in best supporting the 31
mainland Coast Salish communities in regional,
coordinated emergency planning and ﬂood strategy
development.
We are basing our framework on the four pillars
of Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction
emergency management, including:

1. Understanding risk
2. Strengthening risk governance
3. Investing in risk reduction for
resilience
4. Enhancing disaster preparedness for
response and “Build Back Better” in
recovery, rehabilitation and
reconstruction.
EPS hopes to incorporate lessons learned, identify
gaps and advocate for increased access and
support in emergency program funding and
services with direction from you. We will be
circulating a survey to acquire input into how we
can best serve and support your community’s
emergency program needs. We intend to create a
brieﬁng note to communicate the strategy of our
future plans based on our community feedback
and will be requesting band council resolutions as
part of our continued funding requirements.
The Fraser Basin Council (FBC) is developing a
Framework for the Lower Mainland Flood
Management Strategy and is drafting out the
Strategy. EPS is assisting FBC with engagement in
the coming months.

We are working on ﬂood mapping for Mainland
Coast Salish communities to assist in community
emergency and land-use planning; this includes
identifying and mapping assets with overlays of
diﬀerent ﬂood levels. We hope that this data will
help inform the LMFMS and other ﬂood
management projects that are important to
protecting your community. If your community is
interested in participating, please contact Gillian
gillian.fuss@emplans.ca or Maggie
maggie@emplans.ca.
The $50,000 one-time grant funding opportunity
through Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) and
the Indigenous Advisory and Monitoring
Committee (IAMC) TMX Group is still available
for those communities who have missed the
September 30, 2020 deadline. We are working
towards collecting information on further grant
funding opportunities to support your
community’s emergency management program.
Please send any enquires to Gillian or Maggie, we
would love to help!

Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

First Nations Fish Habitat and Climate
Adaptation Restoration Strategy
Ian Hamilton, Staﬀ Biologist

Funded through the DFO Coastal Restoration
Fund, the LFFA has been working with the
Paciﬁc Salmon Foundation and Marc Porter
and Mark Nelitz from ESSA Consulting on
designing a First Nations lead Habitat
Restoration Strategy for the Lower Fraser
River.
Working alongside Dionne Bunsha and the
LFFA Climate Adapt project, this project has
broken the Lower Fraser into 4 distinct
watersheds (Estuary and Approach, Harrison,
Chilliwack, Fraser Canyon) and created
individual watershed committees to discuss
ways of implementing adaptive management
strategies across these four regions.
This process began with an initial plenary
meeting to introduce all participants to the
process designed by ESSA. The design of this

strategy relies on direct feedback from FN
Delegates, community members and local
experts to highlight habitats and stocks of
concern within each watershed and begin
prioritizing the primary threats faced by
each.
From this feedback, consultants at ESSA
have begun developing a prioritized list of
stressors to develop speciﬁc habitat
restoration methods to address them. The
ﬁrst round of meetings concluded at the
end of the week of October 5-9. Initial
feedback was excellent, and a technical
memo is currently being drafted to
summarize the results of the ﬁrst meetings.
This will be presented to the LFFA
communities through either ran EC meeting
or LFFA Forum.
The second meetings are scheduled for the
2nd two weeks of November to present
participants with the results from the ﬁrst
meetings and discuss the initial framework
designed by ESSA. Following the 2nd
meetings, a second technical memo will be
drafted and circulated, followed by a
second presentation of the adaptive
management framework. The ﬁnal version
of the First Nations Fish Habitat and
Climate Adaptation Restoration Strategy will
be launched in March 2021.
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Upper Pitt Restoration Program
Ian Hamilton, Staﬀ Biologist
Following a successful 2019, the
restoration program in the Upper Pitt
river took another major step forward in
2020.
This program, headed by Katzie First
Nation, received continued funding from
WWF-Canada and was also successful
with a DFO-HSP grant to fund further
construction in 2020.
Building on the work done in Blue Creek,
Larsen Creek, 3-Mile Creek and Alvin
Patterson Channel in 2019, the
partnership group, consisting of
KFN-WWF, Canada-DFO and RRU-LFFA,
aimed to further improve habitat for
Sockeye and Coho salmon in 2020.
Starting in the AP Channel, originally built
by DFO in 1998, the team started with a
large ﬁsh salvage to remove all ﬁsh
species in preparation for complete
re-grading and re-gravelling of this 2.5km
channel. The intake for this channel was
also re-engineered and a new series of
sediment trap ponds were built to
drastically increase ﬂows while minimizing
sediment loading.
The results were almost immediate:
Upper Pitt sockeye were seen spawning
in the channel within a month of
construction.
Further plans for this area in 2021
onwards focus on creating a second

channel, mimicking the path of the AP
channel, and improving access and
ﬂows in the hatchery creek channel,
eﬀectively doubling the available
habitat for sockeye and coho salmon.
These new channels will feed into a
system of waterways and channels
and will act as the water source for
eventual reconnection with Red Slough.
This system will likely take 3-5 years
to fully complete, at which time
habitat assessments and restoration
plans for Red Slough should be
complete and ready for re-introduction
of vital ﬂows that have been missing
from Red Slough for nearly a century.
The second area of focus for 2020
was Boise Creek, an important
tributary system of the Upper Pitt
River for Sockeye.

Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

The challenge in this habitat is the
constant shifting of the path of Boise
Creek. A large alluvial fan is present
and this tributary, a creek system
larger than others that have been
worked in so far, regularly shifts its
track. This oﬀers a challenge for
securing a consistent water source to
better feed the forest spawning
channel. To account for this, a
groundwater channel was created in
the Boise Floodplain to test
groundwater ﬂows and inform the
eventual process needed to
re-introduce ﬂows to the Boise forest
channel, a hotspot for sockeye
spawning.
A bio-wall, like that built-in Blue Creek
in 2019, was also temporarily created
in the alluvial fan to protect the
groundwater channel. How further

The results were almost
immediate: Upper Pitt
sockeye were seen spawning
in the channel within a
month of construction.

construction will play out is still in
design, as there is a need to determine
how much water is required, and what
that water source should be. However,
plans for phase 2 of Boise Creek
restoration are nearly complete and
further construction is planned for
2021. Stay tuned!
Finally, habitat assessment has begun in
Red Slough, the historic lower reach of
the Upper Pitt River before forest road
construction in the 1930s.
As the eventual crowning achievement
of this program, gaining an in-depth
biological understanding of this habitat is
critical prior to introduction of increased
ﬂows.
Mike Pearson, consultant and owner of
Pearson Ecological, has led these
assessments to map out the inner
waterway network of Red Slough and
begin collecting data regarding ﬁsh
presence and abundance, water quality,
invertebrate and amphibian presence
and other important biological markers.
This process is scheduled for the next 3
years to not only gain understanding of
the entire system but develop plans to
reintroduce water ﬂows and restore this
habitat for salmon and other important
species back to its state before roadway
construction nearly a century ago.
Photo credit: Alex Harris, WWF
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Chawathil slough ﬁsh barrier passage
and culvert remediation
Uwe Spremberg, Staﬀ Biologist
In November 2019, this project was ﬁrst presented by LFFA at the CWF workshop
discussion with Norm Florence, Chawathil Lands Manager and Mike Pearson at
Pearson Ecological. At the suggestion of the technical working group, engineer Alan
Jonson at KWL was hired to work on the culvert and ﬁsh passage design. Betty
Rebellato (CWF) has also been playing a supportive role.
Due to extremely high water levels this year and a pronounced freshet season we
had to postpone the onsite culvert and ﬁsh passage assessment several times.
Luckily at the end of September, Alan, Betty and Uwe were able to successfully
complete all of the technical measurements necessary for the project to move
forward.

Biologist’s ﬁeld notes: a schematic drawing of a potential
solution to addresses the culvert blocking ﬁsh passage.

Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

Left, a 10 ft drop where a ﬁsh ladder will be placed. Right, the same ﬁsh barrier during freshet.

First Nations technicians will be involved directly when the
habitat restoration and construction work begins – the
importance of their involvement is recognized by CWF.
We are currently awaiting the technical assessment from
engineer Alan Jonson. The aim is to reliably secure ﬁsh
passage for Coho and other ﬁsh species migrating in and
out of the slough through a set of culverts and channels
from and back into the Fraser river that connects to this
particular watershed.
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RELAW: Revitalizing Indigenous
law for land, water and air
Leah Ballantyne, RELAW Coordinator
The RELAW Project, which looks at the legal
traditions of the peoples of the lower Fraser, began
in 2018 with a learning partnership agreement
between the Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance and West
Coast Environmental Law, with support from the
Indigenous Law Research Unit at the University of
Victoria.
Coordinator Leah Ballantyne has been compiling
stories from community knowledge holders to
determine what Indigenous law tells us about
watershed management, ﬁsheries decision-making
and allocation, and the socioeconomics related to
ﬁsh and ﬁshing practices.
So far, Leah has interviewed over 60 Elders or knowledge holders from over 14
LFFA Nations, presented at four LFFA delegate forums and compiled more than 160
case briefs from these oral stories. Her Phase 1 report is divided into eight chapters,
detailing abundant fundamental legal relationships and principals that were identiﬁed
through dialogue.
The next tasks are to conﬁrm
and ﬁnalize quotes with
elders, gather feedback from
peer-reviewers, create a
summary report for LFFA EC
review and approval, ﬁnalize
Phase 1 LFFA RELAW Report
and coordinate the design and
publication of the report
before moving on to Phase 2.

Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

Water quality monitoring project
Uwe Spremberg, Staﬀ Biologist
Through a CSF-funded initiative in
close collaboration of the SRRMC
and the LFFA, several important
watersheds within the Sto:lo territory
are being monitored for baseline
data collection and possible
detection of anthropogenic negative
impacts and water temperature
changes.
Yale creek, Texas, Schkam, Sxotsaqel,
Sasin, Jones, Vedder, Peach, and
Ruby creek have been tested so far,
with intentions to expand further.
The collected data is housed at
SRRMC and will be shared with all
Nations and intended to be shared
with the province as well.
This is a three-year project and
expected to continue if funding
permits.
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Eden Toth, Media Relations
Like everything else this year, British Columbia's
2020 general election was an usual one. With the
second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic top of
mind, nearly ten times as many voters decided to
vote by mail-in ballot than ever before, in
addition to the more than 600,000 voters who
opted to cast their ballots at advanced polls.
Because Elections B.C. must wait 14 days after
Election Day to count mail-in ballots, results in
many close ridings – including those in the Fraser
Valley – were delayed by two weeks.
Despite the excruciating wait in some nail-bitingly
tight races, it was clear on election night that the
New Democrat Party had won a decisive
majority. With the ﬁnal results now in, Premier
Horgan has oﬃcially secured the largest NDP
majority government in the province's history, as
well as being the only NDP leader ever to be
re-elected.
The BC. Liberals are undoubtedly less pleased
with the results, having suﬀered a signiﬁcant loss
of 15 seats – many of these considered 'safe
seats' historically. Leader Andrew Wilkinson
wasted no time in announcing his resignation.
The B.C. Greens were also left disappointed after
narrowly missing the opportunity to expand
beyond Vancouver Island and secure a seat on
the mainland. They held on to two of the three
seats they won in 2017, losing Oak Bay-Gordon
Head.
Of note during the campaign, NDP Leader John
Horgan promised to double the province's
contribution to the B.C. salmon restoration and
innovation fund (BCSRIF) which is currently 30
per cent of the $143-million partnership with the
federal government.

Now that he is ﬁrmly in control of the
Legislature, Horgan must make some
signiﬁcant leadership decisions when
assembling his cabinet. Both Doug
Donaldson, Minister of Forests, Lands,
Natural Resource Operations and Rural
Development and Scott Fraser, Minister of
Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation,
were among the several cabinet ministers
who did not seek re-election, so LFFA
member nations can expect to see their
two lead ministers replaced with fresh
faces.
The only Indigenous cabinet minister,
Melanie Mark, is expected to remain in
cabinet but is not likely to take up either
of those portfolios. Gender, region and
race must all be balanced when assigning
roles in Cabinet, so it is very possible that
one of our new female NDP MLAs here in
the Fraser Valley will be catapulted directly
into an important portfolio – former mayor
Pam Alexis in Abbotsford-Mission being the
likely choice as she is the candidate with
the most managerial and government
experience in that cohort.
Even if they don't secure a coveted
ministry portfolio, newly elected NDP MLAs
can be expected to have more inﬂuence
and insights into a Horgan government
than their opposition Liberal predecessors,
and so are useful connections for Nations
to make. The following list details the
results in the lower Fraser region
riding-by-riding, with each of the LFFA's
member Nations listed under the provincial
riding they intersect with:

Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

Surrey-White Rock

Included in the riding boundary: Semiahmoo First Nation
Incoming MLA: Trevor Halford, BC LIBERAL
Formerly held by Liberal Tracey Reddies, who announced she would not
seek re-election earlier in the year, this riding remained Liberal. Halford
was formerly a communications staﬀer in Premier Christy Clark's oﬃce in
2011 and has since worked as a lobbyist for TransCanada Pipelines. It
was a close race, with a diﬀerence of only 224 votes.

Delta South

Included in the riding boundary: Tsawwassen First Nation
Re-elected
BC Liberal
previously
opposition

MLA: Ian Paton, BC LIBERAL
MLA Ian Paton is re-elected with a safe margin. Paton has
served as the critic for agriculture and is now one of only 28
Liberal MLAs.

Coquitlam-Maillardville

Included in the riding boundary: Kwikwetlem First Nation
Re-elected MLA: Selina Robinson, BC NDP
Robinson has now won this riding for the third consecutive time. She has
been Minister of Municipal Aﬀairs and Housing and is expected to
remain in either remain in that portfolio or be promoted to Finance
Minister.

Vancouver Point Grey

Included in the riding boundary: Musqueam First Nation
Re-elected MLA: David Eby, BC NDP
First elected in 2013, Eby easily wins this riding. He was appointed in July
2017 to his current role as Attorney General, where he is responsible for
Gambling policy, Liquor policy and ICBC.
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North Vancouver Seymour

Included in the riding boundary: Tseil-Waututh First Nation
Incoming MLA: Susie Chant, BC NDP
In a surprise victory, local Registered Nurse Susie Chant defeated
three-term BC Liberal MLA Jane Thornthwaite. Thornthwaite had been
criticized during the election for making sexist jokes about another MLA
in a video that surfaced during the campaign.

Langley East

Included in the riding boundary: Kwantlen First Nation
Incoming MLA: Megan Dykeman, BC NDP
Another upset in Fraser Valley as school board chair and poultry farmer
Megan Dykeman defeats new BC Liberal candidate Margaret Kunst. This
riding was long held by BC Liberal cabinet minister turned opposition
critic Rich Coleman, who announced his retirement from politics earlier
this year.

Maple Ridge-Pitt Meadows

Included in the riding boundary: Katzie First Nation
Re-elected MLA: Lisa Beare, BC NDP
Beare, who has been the Minister of Tourism Arts and Culture, hangs on
to this seat that she narrowly won last time around. It is likely that
Beare will be shuﬄed out of her current portfolio.

Abbotsford West

Included in the riding boundary: Matsqui First Nation
Re-elected MLA: Mike de Jong, BC LIBERAL
Longtime MLA and former cabinet heavyweight (Minister of Finance,
Health, Attorney General, Labour and Citizen Services, Forests, Public
Safety, and Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation) retained his seat for
the BC Liberals. There is a possibility that de Jong will become the
interim party leader, as current leader Wilkinson announced his
resignation immediately after election day.

Chilliwack

Included in the riding boundary: Aitchelitz First Nation, Shxwha:y First
Nation, Squiala First Nation, Kwakwa’apilt First Nation, Skwah First Nation
Incoming MLA: Dan Coulter, BC NDP
Popular local party organizer and Chilliwack school board chair has
defeated incumbent John Martin by a signiﬁcant margin—part of a
surprising trend with Fraser Valley ridings.

Lower Fraser Fisheries Alliance

Chilliwack-Kent

Included in the riding boundary: Skowkale First Nation, Tzeachten
First Nation, Cheam First Nation, Seabird First Nation, Soowahlie
First Nation, Sts’ailes First Nation, Popkum First Nation,
Yakweakwioose First Nation
Incoming MLA: Kelli Paddon (BC NDP)
One of the most interesting races in the province. Newcomer
Paddon defeats incumbent Laurie Throness, who began the
campaign as a BC Liberal but was dumped by the party after
making comments comparing birth control with eugenics. Popular
Chilliwack city councillor Jason Lum also ran as an Independent
and garnered a signiﬁcant number of votes. Chilliwack-Kent is a
notable loss for the BC Liberal who considered it one of their
safest seats.

Abbotsford-Mission

Included in the riding boundary: Scowlitz First Nation, Sumas First
Nation, Leq'á:mel First Nation
Incoming MLA: Pam Alexis (BC NDP)
Another close race in what was considered a safe Liberal seat.
Two-term Liberal backbencher Gibson loses to Mission Mayor Pam
Alexis by 744 votes. Alexis has been a vocal champion for the
replacement of ageing sewer infrastructure that threatens the
health of the Fraser River. She is a contender for a regional
cabinet seat.

Fraser-Nicola

Included in the riding boundary: Shxw’ow’hamel First Nation,
Peters First Nation, Skawahlook First Nation, Chawathil First Nation,
Yale First Nation, Union First Nation
Re-elected MLA: Incumbent Jackie Tegart (BC LIBERAL)
Incumbent Tegart narrowly hangs on to this seat, defeating
challenger Aaron Sumexheltza, former Chief of the Lower Nicola
Indian Band, by 282 votes.
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